
20. Revision Test 

1. Place the following in the correct order (from large to small) - paragraph, 
section, division, statement. (lesson 11) 

2. Fill the gaps in each of the following sentences. 
a) Each paragraph must start with a __ _ 
b) A paragraph must finish with a __ . (11) 

3. Give an example of a paragraph containing three statements. (11) 
4. Use ADD, SUBTRACT, MULTIPLY and DIVIDE - as necessary - to 

carry out the same task as the following statement: 
COMPUTE ANNUAL-TAX = 

(GROSS-ANNUAL-PA Y - TAX-ALLOWANCE) * 30/100. 
(How many statements have you used in your answer?) (13 & 14) 

5. What is the effect of GIVING in arithmetic statements? (14) 
6. Can TO be used in a statement using GIVING? (14) 
7. A field called ACCOUNT-BALANCE can contain any whole number 

between 10000 and -10000. Write a suitable data description. (15) 
8. A field called PAY can contain any positive amount up to 99999.99 

(pounds and pence). Write a suitable data description. (16) 
9. A field called ADmSTMENT-TO-PAY can contain any amount (pounds 

and pence) between 1000 and - 1000. Write a suitable data description. 
(15 & 16) 

10. Write statements to carry out the following: 
a) make STUDENT-GRADE equal 'Distinction'. 
b) make STUDENT-MARK equal 90. 
c) copy the value of STUDENT-MARK to EXAM-MARK. 
d) make NEW-GRADE equal OLD-GRADE. 
e) make LEAGUE-POSITION equal 2. 

11. A program's Data Division includes the following entries: 
01 STUDENT-NAME PIC X(lO). 
01 EXAM-CANDIDATE-NAME PIC X(6). 
01 WAGE-1 PIC 9(5). 
01 WAGE-2 PIC 9(6). 

STUDENT-NAME 
EXAM-CANDIDATE-NAME 
WAGE-1 
WAGE-2 

IRIOIBIIINISIOINI 1 1 

IJIOINIEISI 1 

11121915101 
1211101315161 

Assume that for each question these fields start off filled as shown above. 
What will they contain after each of the following statements ? - (Draw 
the contents of both fields mentioned in the statement - showing clearly 
any spaces or zeroes). 
a) MOVE STUDENT-NAME TO EXAM-CANDIDATE-NAME. 
b) MOVE EXAM-CANDIDATE-NAME TO STUDENT-NAME. 
d) MOVE W AGE-1 TO WAGE-2. 
e) MOVE WAGE-2 TOWAGE-I. (18&19) 
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